Contract Information

Advanced Wound Care Delivery - Total Managed Service
Reference:

SBS/17/OA/ELA/9101

Potential saving opportunities 2%
When does it start?

Why should I use it?

01/12/2017 to 01/12/2021


Who can take advantage?
Any NHS or Public Sector organisation, core
Members and Associate Members of SBS

Aim of the procurement
To provide a legally compliant framework
agreement giving members access to an
efficient delivery of wound care and associated
products in order to promote the immediate
commencement of care and enhance the
treatment pathway.
This off-script method allows users to order
products online and hold a central point of stock
rather than requiring patients to obtain
products themselves via the traditional FP10
route, therefore increasing efficiency and
reducing wastage.
The framework ensures that clinicians are still
given the autonomy to make clinical and
medical decisions.

Find out more
0161 212 3940
Version: 4

QUICK & COMPLIANT ROUTE TO
MARKET
A detailed procurement exercise has taken place
to ensure that suppliers have met all legislative
requirements. The framework contains provision
for direct award and further competition, if
required.


INCREASED FORMULARY & SPEND
CONTROL
This agreement will provide full access to live,
real time data and can produce bespoke reports
for the user enabling them to increase control of
their spend and formulary.


ACCESS TO SUPPLIER EXPERTISE,
TRAINING & EDUCATION
This framework allows users to benefit from the
know-how of the awarded providers in selecting
the most economically valuable solutions to
meet their commercial and patient
requirements.


INCREASED EFFICIENCY & REDUCED
WASTAGE
Delivery is typically received between 24-72
hours after the point of order, resulting in
improved stock availability and reduced lead
times. The stock is owned by the organisation
and not the patient so users can expect to see
reduced levels of product wastage.

E: NSBS.contractenquiries@nhs.net
For more contracts see our Contract Portfolio
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Supplier Information
Supplier

Online ordering system

Website

Paul Hartmann Ltd

HALO

https://hartmann.info/engb/articles/7/d/vantage360-from-hartmann/halo

ConvaTec Limited

AMCARE

https://www.convatec.co.uk/woundskin/convatec-complete/

North West Ostomy
Supplies (NWOS)

ONPOS/FORMEO

http://www.homecare-nwos.co.uk/home
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